
DU-HOOKY 

Assembly Instructions 

      
Remove Du-Hooky from packaging and layout on a table or bench. 

Attach the end tube with the yellow tip to the bent tube by depressing 
the push button spring on the end tube and sliding it into the end of the 
bent tube and line up with the hole in the bent tube until the push spring 
button snaps into place. The end tube can be positioned in either direction 
so the yellow tip can be positioned in either direction.

Next attach the bent tube to the re-tractable tube by depressing the push 
button spring on the re-tractable tube and sliding the bent tube onto the 
re-tractable tube, line up with hole in tube until the push spring button 
snaps into place. The bent tube can also be positioned in either        
direction, this is helpful when retrieving items and the re-tractable tube 
keeps loosening. You can turn the end tube the opposite direction so it 
stays tightened.
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DU-HOOKY 

Installation and Operation Instructions 

Tools Required:

   //   5/16” Socket   //   Drill or Impact Wrench

Installation Instructions:

        Secure the mounting clip (Item B) to a convenient location in the bed of your pickup
         truck using a 5/16” socket to secure the hex head self drilling screws (Item C). 
         We recommend installing over the wheel well as shown with the handle facing towards   
         you or towards the front of the truck.  
         Note: You can also attach the mounting clip (Item B) to a wall in your shop or garage
         to keep the DU-HOOKY (Item A) within reach at all times. You can also use the Du- 
         Hooky in SUV’s and Van’s or anywhere else you have hard to reach item’s.

Operation Instructions:

         Length Adjustment
         Twist the DU-HOOKY (Item A) shaft 1/4 turn counterclockwise, then pull to extend the
         DU-HOOKY (Item A) (DO NOT OVER-EXTEND). Twist the DU-HOOKY (Item A) shaft  
         1/4 turn clockwise to tighten at desired length.

         Tip
         Slide tip under the item you’re trying to retrieve, then turn the DU-HOOKY (Item A) all
         the way to the side, (so the front edge of the tip catches the lip of the bucket) then
         pull the DU-HOOKY (Item A) towards you, to retrieve items. This works great for 
         getting underneath and hooking into cardboard boxes, the bottom of buckets, and 
         anything else you can’t get the hook around.

         Set Screw
         To re-position the tip, loosen the set screw using a screwdriver, then turn the tip to 
         the desired position, and re-tighten the set screw. Do not over-tighten.
         Note: Tip turned sideways or in its original position works great for hanging plants
         and holiday decorations. Turned 180 degrees, it makes a good hook for retrieving 
         duck decoys and lines.

         Handle
         Remove the end cap from the handle by twisting the end cap counterclockwise. This 
         will reveal the threaded connector. The ice scraper accessory can be attached to
         the threaded connector. Many other standard items with a female connector, such 
         as a paint roller, squeegee, or duster, can also be attached to the threaded connector.
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ITEM QTY DESCRIPTION
1 DU-HOOKY
1 Mounting Clip
2 Hex Head Self Drilling Screws
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